REGULARS

Las t Dinosaurs

HOMEGROWN
Jean-Paul Fung would win Apprentice Of The Year, if the recording industry
awarded one. The young producer is only 23, but has learnt from the
country’s best, and produced one of this year’s best indie records.
Story: Mark Davie
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Trusting a 23-year old to manage a
sizeable album budget is more than risky.
It’s a bit loony. Think of your closest Gen Y’er
and imagine giving him or her responsibility
for the household bills, let alone a chunk of
record company money. But when the biggest
excess indulged on the record company dime is
a home cooked, gourmet dinner every night,
you’re in safe hands.
FUNG SHUI

Producer Jean-Paul Fung is 23, and the band
he produced, Last Dinosaurs, are all younger
than him. Signed to Dew Process they’d already
recorded a single Time & Place with Fung that had
gone gangbusters on Triple J, and decided to stick
with him. Their indie songs, and pop musicality, a
perfect match for Fung’s production style.
So, the band and Jean-Paul started a recording
process that sounds idyllic, picture-perfect
even — how every indie kid dreams of
making a record: pre-production out in the
countryside, long walks in the bush to workshop
lyrics, midnight runs along the main road of
Yarramalong to hammer frustrations out on the
pavement, riding pushbikes to and from one of
Sydney’s premier studios, and every night, sitting
down together for a luxurious dinner. Everything
was carefully orchestrated by Jean-Paul, who
for someone so young, has acclimatised to the
traditional producer role with aplomb. The result
is this year’s standout indie-pop record, the
band’s debut album In A Million Years.
Jean-Paul Fung: Around May last year, we did
one week of pre-production up in Wollongong
on a 500-acre farm owned by a friend of Sam, the
bass player. Then a couple of weeks later we went
down to my 60-acre farm on the Central Coast
and spent two more weeks writing, and more
pre-production, before heading into the studio.

are right and then go down and overdub the rest
over the top of the drums so we can get a better
understanding of the song, the individual parts
and the tones.

It was late June when we started tracking at BJB
in Sydney. We did drums for five days, then
moved into a smaller overdub room for all the
guitars, bass and vocals — it took about two
weeks. We finished up vocals at my farm. Then it
got shipped over to England to be mixed by Elliot
James who’s worked with Bloc Party and Two
Door Cinema Club.

MD: Can you describe your farm setup?

MD: How far do you go in pre-production?
JPF: We had about three weeks of pre-production
to get the songs finished; everything written, all
the structures and the tempos down, and just
constantly re-working the songs until everyone
involved is completely happy with them. The
band was really great because they had that same
approach in their mind, they didn’t want to stop
until it was great.
Once the songs have reached maximum potential
I’ll demo every single one properly as if we were
to go into the recording studio to do it. I’ll record
the drums properly and even edit them and Beat
Detective them. Then I’ll workshop all the drums
with the drummer to make sure all the patterns

When we go into the studio it’s about getting
the best performance and recording and not
reworking any parts.
JPF: Since getting interested in production, I
started building quite a collection of gear. My
philosophy was to make sure I got the very best.
I’ve hardly sold anything in the time. I would
just save up and get the best gear I could afford.
The thing I use on almost everything would be
a Retro Instruments 176. It’s an amazing, very
versatile compressor and makes everything
sound better.
MD: Don’t you usually have to sell the farm to
get one of those?
JPF: They’re not cheap!
True to his word, Jean-Paul’s home setup also
includes a couple of Chandler LTD-1 EQ/
preamp, Chandler TG channel, Mercury M72s
preamp, two Quad Eight MM403 channel
strips, EL-8 Distressor, as well as Coles 4038
ribbons, Schoeps CMC6 mics with MK4
capsules, Shure SM7b and SM57s, AKG 451EB
and D112, Beyerdynamic M201 and TG-X50,
and a Heil PR30, into ’Tools. Definitely nothing
to be sneezed at.

PEDALLING GOOD SOUNDS

Jean-Paul’s initial notes to the label describe a
band that captured the imagination, but needed a
little more finesse to keep the listener’s attention:
bouncy, catchy, playful rhythms that needed a
little fine-tuning; great vocals that had a little too
much filler; a talented guitarist who’s style wasn’t
so easily identifiable; and boppy bass lines that
could be potentially non-stop groove if worked
the right way. Jean-Paul nutted out most of the
parts in pre-production, but the final stages at
BJB helped ice the sonic cake.
JPF: They are an indie rock band so getting
tight, slamming drum sounds but with that
cool roominess of the BJB room was important.
But the most notable sonic aspect of this album
would be the guitars — that’s what everyone
seems to comment on. We really spent a lot of
time getting the right guitar tones and making
them as cool and unique as possible. One of
the most unique chains on the album would be
on their latest single Andy. What sounds like a
steel drum is actually Lachlan, the lead guitarist,
playing through an old shitty Behringer reverb
into an Electro-Harmonix POG, with a Jekyll
& Hyde overdrive at the start of the chain. That
went into a Fender Reverb Deluxe, which we
used on most of Lachlan’s guitar, miked up with
a Beyer Dynamic M201 into the Chandler LTD1
and the Retro 176 compressor.
MD: Did you go on a pedal buying spree before
the recording?
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JPF: They have a fantastic collection of pedals,
and Sean has a really cool custom overdrive.
Before we started the album we made a list
of pedals that we would want, and ended up
acquiring a ZVex Super Duper, Boss RV5 and
DD7. And I bought a ZVex Woolly Mammoth.
MD: Did you use a different setup for
Sean’s guitars?
JPF: Sean generally used a Fender Jag into his
Hotrod Deluxe. And that would be miked with
a Shure SM7B into a Chandler TG channel and
into the Retro 176. Often I’m mixing as I’m
recording, so I’ll EQ and compress to ProTools
and by the time I’ll be finished tracking the whole
vision is there or almost complete.
MD: Are you compressing a lot into ’Tools?
JPF: It depends, but I generally compress quite
a bit. Especially on the guitars, they were really
slammed, and the vocals.
MD: What kind of chain did you use for the
vocals?
JPF: We tried out a few different mics for Sean.
We tried out a Neumann U47, and a Coles 4038,
but we ended up going with the Shure SM7B.
We also tried out a bunch of pres, but went with
the SM7B into the Mercury M72s, which is an
awesome clone of a Telefunken V72. Then that
went into the EQ stage of the Chandler LTD1,
adding some 12k, ducking some 1k, with an
80Hz high pass filter on it. Then, of course, into
the Retro 176.
MD: What was the SM7B giving you for Sean
that the other mics weren’t?
JPF: Most of Sean’s vocal performances were
quite full of energy, and often quite aggressive. I
found the U47 too harsh. The SM7B seemed to
complement his voice quite well, because it wasn’t
too harsh in that 4k range.
THE APPRENTICE BECOMES MASTER

Jean-Paul Fung has had the kind of
apprenticeship that are seemingly rare these days.
But keep in mind, it wasn’t that long ago. As a
musician, he was always interested in production,
and went through the usual motions of recording
friend’s bands. Then after three months at SAE,
he quit, and started interning at the now defunct
BJB studios. He spent about a month interning
before Scott Horscroft adopted Fung as his
main assistant, and took him on a recording
adventure. There was a Birds of Tokyo record
over in Sweden, the Little Red album, and some
work with 360. When Horscroft started working
at EMI, Fung became the in-house engineer at
BJB for a year, followed by a stint as in-house
producer. He’s worked with Paul Mckercher,
Wayne Connolly, Eric Dubowsky, engineered
the latest Bluejuice album, worked on Josh Pyke’s
latest record, did a bit with Silverchair, and
engineered a couple of tracks on the last Art vs
Science album.
These days Jean-Paul is freelance, working mainly
out of Freight Train Studio (Jimmy Barnes’ new
studio which now houses BJB’s old Quad Eight
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Coronado console) and Studios 301. He’s also
working his butt off on The Voice under the
watchful eye of Dubowsky; each day having to
churn out hit cover versions for the contestant’s
to sell on iTunes.
MD: What have you learnt from those producers
about how you manage an entire album to get it
finished?
JPF: The main things I’ve learnt would be
organisation and time scheduling. Time
scheduling is often overlooked. Whenever I
take on an album I make sure that I have a say
in all of the time scheduling because a lot of the
people don’t really understand how long it takes
to record drums or get a quality vocal take down.
You also have to learn a lot of psychology to deal
with the artists, label, and managers.
Sonically I’ve taken little bits and pieces from
every different producer I’ve worked with and
made them my own. With the drums, we were
going for a tight, clean-ish sound. So we did a
lot of overdubs. It’s something I learnt working
on The Little Red album. For example WE DID THE
KICK AND SNARE SEPARATELY, THEN WE OVERDUBBED
THE HI-HAT, THEN OVERDUBBED THE TOMS, THEN THE

CYMBALS. There is one song called I Can’t Decide

that’s more grungy and energetic, and that was
a full live take. But the first single Zoom is pretty
much done separately.
MD: How did the drummer take to that?
JPF: He was all for it actually. Dan doesn’t have
a very complex setup. He’s literally got a kick, a
snare, a floor tom, a hi-hat and a ride cymbal.
And when we were at pre-production we did it all
that same way. So he was very comfortable with

it by the time we were actually tracking. I do it
with quite a few bands and that first step is a little
awkward but they get used to it.
Then we get them as tight as possible with Beat
Detective and it becomes a lot more versatile. You
can manipulate the individual sounds as much as
you want.
MD: Playing devil’s advocate, why wouldn’t you
just program it?
JPF: Whenever you program a drumtrack, as
opposed to someone playing it, you do miss some
of the natural feeling. Even after heavy editing
you still do miss it. Even a hi-hat being played
slightly different on each different beat and the
cymbals especially — you can’t recreate cymbal
feel with programming.
It doesn’t work with every band. I’m doing an
album with a band called Glass Towers at the
moment. We definitely can’t do that. With a more
rocky band, you do need that energy and live
feeling.
MD: What other tips have you picked up during
your education?
JPF: I think the biggest thing that I’ve learnt,
which comes from everyone, but mainly Eric
Dubowsky, is to keep cool and keep everyone
happy so you can get the best and most
creative performance out of the artist. One
other cool thing I learnt from Eric was to use
a mono room mic on the drums, say a Royer
122 ribbon, a couple of metres back from the
drummer around about waist height and then
doing the old buttons-in trick with the 1176
and that’s the majority of my room sounds. A
slow attack and quick release time just gives you
a lot of attitude on the drums.

SOUND SOLUTIONS

SC600 Dual Adapter Box
The all-in-one adapter every audio professional should have
in their toolbox. The SC600 combines many of the most
commonly used and easily lost adapters into one device
(14 total). Each side of the box functions separately and can
be used as a universal adapter or as a passive splitter.

“

W hat sounds like a steel
drum is actually an old
shitty Behringer reverb
into an Electro-Harmonix
POG, with a Jekyll & Hyde
overdrive

”
BASS
1. Clean DI > Chandler LTD-1 EQ > ELI Distressor
2. SansAmp > Mercury M72s > Retro 176
Bass Re-amp: Ampeg SVT-VR > Ampeg 4x10 > Neumann
Fet47 > Mercury M72s > Retro 176
GUITARS
Sean: Fender Jaguar/Tele > Fender Hotrod Deluxe > Shure
SM7B > Chandler TG channel > Retro 176
Lachlan: Italia Modena/Fender Strat/Gretsch > Fender
Reverb Deluxe/Fender Deville 4x10 > Beyerdynamic M201
> Chandler LTD-1 > Retro 176
Pedals: ZVEX Super Duper, Sean’s custom-made overdrive,
Jekyll & Hyde overdrive, Boss DD7 delay, Boss RV5 reverb,
Behringer Reverb, Electro-Harmonix Pog
Additional amps: Vox AC125
Additional guitars: Fender Tele, Gibson Les Paul
VOCALS
Shure SM7B > Mercury M72s > Chandler LTD-1 > Retro 176

I learnt a lot working with Paul Mckercher on the
Papa Vs. Pretty album. He taught me about gain
staging and compression and the relationship
with each other. As well as getting to know your
gear and how they react with and respond to a
certain source. For example with that vocal chain
that I often use, I know how hot the SM7 is and I
know where to place the gain on the mic pre and I
understand the amount of gain going into the EQ
and the compressor so basically 90% of the time I
can set my settings for a singer and it will work.
On drums I also use a mono as well as stereo
overheads. I use a pair of Schoeps CMC6’s and get
a really nice stereo recording of the overall kit and
the cymbals.
It’s quite a close recording, closer than most
people I’ve seen. I feel it gives you more power and
punch and I like to get as much of the snare in the
recordings of the overheads so when you blend
that with the kit it feels cosier and more together.
I’ll use a vintage tube mic, say a Neumann U47
or U67, for the mono overhead. And I’ll have
the preamp just on the edge of distortion so it
gives a little crunch. I won’t do too much with the
compressor, it’s just giving it some length with
a fast to mid attack and a very slow release. It’s
there to give the kit more vibe and body, adds
more weight to the snare, so it’s the exact same
height as the overheads. I’ll get my measuring
tape out and make sure they’re all in phase with
the snare — I always measure my overheads.

SC800 Series Instrument Direct Box
A premium grade direct box for musical instruments.
The 800 Series converts the unbalanced outputs of guitars,
keyboards and other instruments to balanced, mic level
signals that can be connected to audio consoles and mic
preamps. 1/4 inch thruputs, a feature not available on any
other direct box, enables connection to multiple devices
such as an amp and a tuner, two amps and much more.
A choice of a fully shielded Jensen or Custom isolation
transformer protects the purity of your sound from ground
loops while providing a truly uncolored audio output.
SC800 - Jensen transformer
SC800CT - Custom transformer

Phone : 02 9482 1944

Email : sales@clarke.com.au

Website : www.clarke.com.au/switchcraft
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